### 2008 Knowledge

- **Question #1**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #2**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 17

- **Question #3**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 7

- **Question #4**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #5**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #6**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #7**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #8**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #9**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #10**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #11**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #12**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #13**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

### 2009 Knowledge

- **Question #1**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #2**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 17

- **Question #3**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 7

- **Question #4**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #5**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #6**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #7**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #8**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #9**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #10**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #11**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #12**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0

- **Question #13**: Number Percent Pre Post
  - Correct: 359 100
  - Incorrect: 0